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A Ministry 25 Years in the Making
1992 ~ 2017
DIOS PROVEERÁ
25 YEARS of MISSION IN PALENQUE
A celebration of...
Earth - God’s gift of life
Water - Nurturing life, the work of the community
Fire - Love that binds us, gives us strength
Air - Breath of God, guidance of the Spirit
The three North American Provinces offer a prayer of
gratitude and thanksgiving as we celebrate 25 years of
Franciscan Presence in Chiapas.
We remember most especially those who scattered the seeds
from which the corn is now growing and yielding new seed.
Early “scouts,” Sisters Marilyn Archer (Holy
Name Province), Antonia Anthony (Sacred Heart
Province), and Consuelo Arana (St. Francis
Province), followed the prophetic vision and voice
of Bishop Don Samuel Ruiz to accompany the
indigenous (native) people in the journey toward
liberation. His goal for the church of Chiapas was to
see his people develop as a strong Christian people
who would become creators of their own history.
Beginning in 1992, the sisters settled in Palenque,
Chiapas and began their work with scriptural
reflection groups and the development of group
leaders. This was not a simple task as the indigenous peoples of the area are Mayan and include four,
distinct native (and language) groups (Tseltal; C’hol;
Tsotzil; and Tojolabal). Spanish, the official language of Mexico, is foreign to the indigenous. The
sisters also needed to reach the 140 villages in the
parish, some requiring a drive of several hours or
long walks over primitive trails.

These challenges, along with injustices facing the
indigenous people, solidified the sisters’ desire to be
present to them. Like a seed planted in fertile soil,
the mission flourished.
Before long local young women found themselves
attracted to religious life as they saw it expressed in
the lives of the sisters. They asked to be a part of
this life of prayer and service. And so, construction
on a novitiate house began in 1995–providing a sign
of great hope to the surrounding communities.
The first candidate, Leticia, began her life with the
Sisters in 1995 and made final vows in February
2005.
The initial emphasis on religious education, including the preparation of catechists, education for
adults, and the preparation for religious ceremonies
continues to be the main focus of the ministry of the
sisters, as is the development of groups of women
for reflection and mutual support.

When Sister Maura Fortkort returned to the US in 1996,
she shared her observation of the overwhelming health
needs of the people: access to health care for the indigenous people is obstructed by their language, lack of
money, distance from medical services and their mistrust
of institutional health care; lack of immunizations and
sanitation causes public health threats such as malaria,
typhoid, and dengue fever. Sister Maura committed
herself to finding resources for the people, especially in
the area of health care. Doctor Robert Bull, a physician
from Lewiston, NY, was quick to volunteer and began
annual trips to the mission later that year. From his initial
visits, the medical mission program has become a
bi-annual program serving as many as 700 patients during
each of the weeks.

A tree planted in memory of Sister Marilyn Archer
is blessed by village elders.

It was on the Feast of St. Francis, October 4, 2017, that sisters from the
congregation in the United States and the Generalate in Rome gathered in
Palenque to celebrate the anniversary of the mission.
Festivities planned by the indigenous sisters highlighted all that has been
accomplished in the past 25 years, honored the courageous women who
sowed the seeds of the mission, and gave thanks for the village elders and
medical team participants.
Native symbolism and tradition was prominent during the celebration.
Gifts at the altar reflect with gratitude all that Mother Earth provides.
Given that our sisters live off the land as much as possible, they are
excellent stewards of the resources available to them—living witnesses to
Pope Francis’ call to care for our common home and all its creation.
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50th Jubilee
Sr. Maria Elena Martinez celebrated her 50th Jubilee as a Sister of
St. Francis with her fellow Sisters from the Chiapas mission during
their provinces summer assembly.
Sister Maria Elena serves as a liaison between the mission and the
three United States provinces.

Sr. Maria Elena Martinez

Sisters Connie, Leti, Mica, Candi and Gracie spend a moment with the honoree.

Medical Volunteer Honored
as Family Medicine Educator of the Year
The Ohio Academy of Family Physicians recognized John (Jack)
O’Handley, MD of Columbus, OH with its 2017 Family Medicine
Educator of the Year award in August 2017.
Dr. O’Handley is the medical director for Mount Carmel Health
System Community Outreach in Columbus where he teaches
medical students and residents on the Outreach Mobile Clinic,
cares for the underserved and manages patient care with limited
resources.
When not on the Outreach Mobile Clinic, Dr. O’Handley works
with the Mount Carmel Street Medicine Program, is a board
member with the Asian Health Initiative, and volunteers at the
Asian Free Clinic as well as missions in Nicaragua, Costa Rica
and Chiapas.
They only asked us to remember the poor
— the very thing I also was eager to do.
Galatians 2:10
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How can you help?
Volunteers are needed for our Medical Missions: doctors, dentists, nurses, interpreters.
If you can lend your medical expertise, please consider this important ministry.
Our Wish List…
Toothbrushes and small tubes toothpaste
Children’s vitamins (not gummy variety)
Prenatal vitamins
Reader glasses
Cash gifts to purchase medicines
Antibiotic ointment

Thank you, our friends and donors, for making this possible!
We are especially grateful for our team members who not only give
generously of their time, but collect and donate equipment and supplies
needed at the mission.
In addition, we thank Mount St. Mary Hospital in Lewiston, NY,
the students at Stella Niagara Education Park and Our Lady of Blessed
Sacrament School who gathered needed supplies,
and all of our benefactors for their support.
It’s easy to donate online and to get the latest news of the ministry by visiting www.stellaosf.org
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Mission Statement
Responding to Jesus’ call to serve the materially poor, the medical missions of the
Sisters of St. Francis minister to the indigenous poor in and around Palenque, Chiapas, Mexico.
The collective spirit of mission members is characterized by compassion, respect for the
God-given dignity of each person, and quality health care.
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